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In an infinitely extended hydromagnetic system with a unidirectional 
magnetic field, the following correspondence exists: for every magneto- 
hydrostatic problem of finite conductivity there is a compressible magneto- 
hydrodynamic problem of infinite conductivity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A general discussion of hydromagnetics consists in the formulation and 
examination of Maxwell’s equations together with the equations of conserva- 
tion of mass, momentum, and energy. Also an equation of state and equations 
connecting the physical properties of the material with pressure and temper- 
ature must be considered. Magnetohydrostatics is a special case of the above 
general discussion. Here one investigates the equilibrium states of a finitely 
conducting medium permeated by a magnetic field. The governing equations 
relevant to this problem are 
div B = 0, (1) 
8B 
’ V2B, -=- 
at pea (2) 
Vp = i curl B x B, (3) 
where B (= peH, H being the magnetic field) and p, respectively, stand for 
the magnetic induction and pressure, and tag and u are the magnetic perme- 
ability and the electrical conductivity of the medium which are assumed to be 
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constants in this discussion. The existence and properties of such magneto- 
hydrostatic configurations are well established [l]. Another special case of the 
above general discussion is the motion of an infinitely conducting medium in 
presence of a magnetic field. The relevant equations which govern this 
problem are 
div B’ = 0, 
i?B’ 
- - curl(v’ x B’) = 0, at 
(4) 
(5) 
f$ + div(p’v’) = 0, (6) 
P’ $ +(V" v)V'] = -VP' + $cdB' x B' + p'V2v' 
+ $ V(div v’) + 2(Vv’)8 * VP’ - $ (div v’) VP’, 
(7) 
where v’ represents the velocity field, (Ver’)s is the symmetric part of the 
velocity gradient tensor, CL’ is the coefficient of viscosity of the medium and 
the other primed symbols denote the respective fields (already defined) in 
this new situation. The above system of Equations (4)-(7) is to be supple- 
mented by two more equations which govern the variations of p’ and p’. 
Thus, we effectively have nine equations in an equal number of unknowns; 
Eq. (4) is only a constraint on the magnetic induction. The existence and 
characteristics of such magnetohydrodynamic configurations is also 
extensively investigated [2]. 
The purpose of the present communication is to show that if the magnetic 
field is unidirectional, then for every solution (B, p, pe, u) of Equations 
(l)-(3) there is a solution (B, p’, pFLe , v’, p’, p’) of Equations (4)-(7). 
2. FORMULATION 
Consider the solutions of Eqs. (l)-(3). Let (x, y, x) be a right-handed 
rectangular coordinate system with x-axis along magnetic field lines 
permeated in a finitely conducting medium of infinite extension and R, jJ, and 
1 be the unit vectors in the respective coordinate directions. 
Since the magnetic field is to decay by Ohmic dissipation without distortion, 
we must have 
B = B&t) = B4 = B&t)& 63) 
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where B, is the field at time t = 0 and f(t) is a function of time only [l]. 
Equation (8) together with Eq. (2) leads to the Helmholtz equation 
PB,, + X2~euBo = 0, (9) 
or 
V2B, + h2~8uB,, = 0, (10) 
where X is an arbitrary real constant and 
f(t) = exp[-Pt]. (11) 
Further, from Eqs. (1) and (8) it follows that B, is a function of y and z only. 
We shall solve Eq. (10) under the following conditions. 
(i) B,,(y, z) is bounded throughout the domain under consideration 
and is a maximum on the axis of x. 
(ii) On any plane perpendicular to the axis of .X there is no preference 
for any specific direction. 
We now establish the following two lemmas which will be used to prove 
the main theorem of the paper. 
LEMMA 1. For given values of A, pe and u the solution of Equation (10) 
under conditions (i) and (ii) is separable in y and x and given by 
B, = A COS[~(~.,U/~)~/~ y] COS[~\(/L~U/~)‘/~ z], (12) 
where A is an arbitrary constant. 
Proof. Equation (10) together with condition (ii) implies that 
(a2B,/ay2> + (A2&2) B,, = 0, (13) 
(iY2B,/i3x2) + (h2p,u/2) B, = 0. (14) 
The general solutions of Equations (13) and (14) are given by 
8, = c~(z)cos[~(~~~/~)~'"Y~ + c2G3)sin[~(pe~/2)‘~“y1, (15) 
B, = 4(y) c4%~~/2)~~~ 1 + d,(y) sin[&&)1’2 4, (16) 
where c 1 , c2 and dl , d, are functions of x and y, respectively, and are to be 
determined so that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. It is now easy to see 
that Equations (15) and (16) together with conditions (i) and (ii) lead to 
B, = A COS[~(~~U/~)‘~” y] COS[+~U/~)~/~ z], 
as the solution of the problem. The lemma is thus established. 
(17) 
409147/‘-9 
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LEMMA 2. For given values of A, pe and o the solution of Eqs. (l)-(3) under 
the initial condition and conditions (i) and (ii) is given by 
B = A cos[A(pe~/2)1~z y] COS[A(~~U/~)~~~ z] exp[--X2t]S , 
P + B2/Ge = g(t), 
where g(t) is an arbitrary function of time. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Eqs. (3), (8), and Lemma 1. 
(18) 
(19) 
THEOREM 1. Corresponding to every solution (B, p, pe , a) of Equations 
(l)-(3) under the initial condition and conditions (i) and (ii) there exists a solution 
(8 P’, pe , v’, P’, 14 of 4s. (4)-(7). 
Proof. Let (B, p, pe , u) be a solution of Eqs. (l)-(3) for given values of h, 
pe , and o. From Eqs. (1) and (8) it follows that 
curl B * B = 0. (20) 
Now, to obtain the desired solution of Eqs. (4)-(7), we note that Eq. (4) is 
obviously satisfied by 
B’ = B. (21) 
Also, using Eq. (20) Eq. (2) could be written as 
aB/& - curl[T(curl B x B/B2) x B] = 0, (22) 
where 77 = l/pea. Equation (22) could be interpreted as the magnetic 
induction equation of an infinitely conducting medium moving with velocity 
v’ = T(curl B x B)/B2, (23) 
and permeated by a magnetic field H = BIpe , pet = pe being the magnetic 
permeability of the medium. 
Thus, with v’ given by Eq. (23), Eq. (5) is also satisfied. Consequently, 
the theorem stated above will be established if the proper pressure, density 
and the viscosity fields could be calculated so that Eqs. (6) and (7) are also 
satisfied. 
We obtain the density field by identifying Eq. (6) with the following 
alternative form of Eq. (22): 
(aBlat) + div(Bv’) = 0. 
Equation (24) clearly shows that 
pt = B/K, 
(24) 
(25) 
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where K is an arbitrary constant, is a solution (though not the most general 
one) of Eq. (6). This is in accordance with Alfven’s concept of “frozen-in 
fields” which demands that B/p’ must be a constant for a travelling fluid 
element [ 11. 
Next, we wish to find out the pressure and the viscosity fields so that 
Eq. (7) is satisfied. For this, it is easily seen from Equation (23) that 
ad/at = 0, (26) 
curl v’ = 0, (27) 
div v’ = ~[h2~L,u + vf2/q2], (28) 
where a’ stands for the magnitude of v’. 
Using Eqs. (25)-(28), we obtain from Eq. (7) after a little manipulation 
B2 
$ VV’~ = - V [pt + f p’ div VI + ] 
a%? 




vy'g + - - v,'i az az 1 ) 
where 
v’ = vyy + v,‘f. (30) 
Now since B,(y, a) is separable in y and z it is seen that the viscosity and 
pressure fields given by 
p’ = B7/2K, (31) 
p’ + % p’ div v’ + B2/2pL, = h(t), (32) 
h(t) being an arbitrary function of time satisfy Eq. (29) and hence Equation (7) 
also. The analysis also shows that Equations (25) and (31) give the variations 
of density and viscosity of the medium. This proves the theorem. 
3. AN EXAMPLE IN ONE DIMENSION 
Consider the situation where an electrically conducting medium is perme- 
ated by a magnetic field (in the x direction) which depends on a single 
linear coordinate, say y. Equation (10) in this case becomes 
(d2Bo/dy2) + hzPeuB, = 0. (33) 
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Then for given values of A, pe , and u the solution of Eqs. (l)-(3) which 
satisfies the initial condition and condition (i) is given by 
B = c co~[X(p~u)~~~y] exp[-Pt] i, (34) 
P + B2/2~, = Rt), (35) 
where c is an arbitrary constant and #(t) is an arbitrary function of time. 
The corresponding solution of Equations (4)-(7) is then 
B’ = c co~[h(p~u)~I~ y] exp[--h2t] 2, (36) 
x 
v’ = - tan[h(j.+,o)1/2 y] j, 
I49 (37) 
p’ = $ co~[h(p~u)~/~ y] exp[--h2t], (38) 
p’ = 2&&?- 
COS[&,CJ)~~~~] exp[--X2t], (39) 
P’ + & (cos[A(~~u)‘l” y]} (I + pe2u2 tan2[A(p,u)1/2y]> exp[--X2t] 
e 




where 4(t) is an arbitrary function of time. 
4. DISCUSSION 
4a. An Alternative Explanation of the Magnetic Field Decay 
The correspondence stablished in this paper gives an alternative physical 
explanation of the magnetic field decay. To see this, consider the solution of 
Eqs. (l)-(3) which implies that at any point in space, B decays in time without 
giving rise to any material motion. However, since the same B is also a 
solution of Eqs. (4)-(7) which represents an infinitely conducting fluid in 
motion, it is interesting to investigate the manner in which the field decays 
in this case. Let P be an arbitrary fixed point in the ilow region and consider 
a fixed area element ds which contains the point P. We then know that the 
strength of the magnetic field at the point P could be defined in terms of the 
number of lines of force passing through this elementary area ds. Since the 
divergence of the velocity field is positive and independent of time, every 
area element ds’ which is constituted of fluid elements will expand during 
motion. However, it must contain the same number of magnetic lines of 
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force (by Alfven’s theorem of frozen-in fields) and this means a decay of the 
field at the point P. Thus, the well established process of field diffusion could 
also be interpreted as a convective decay. 
4b. On Ferraro’s Remark 
In some astrophysical situations the assumption that curl B = peJ (J being 
the current density) and the field is force free throughout an isolated fluid 
mass leads to trivial solution for the B as the only solution [l]. 
Ferraro [I] has remarked that “since surface currents cannot in practice 
exist it follows that Lorentz force cannot vanish throughout a conducting 
fluid permeated by a magnetic field and that at least part of the field is 
supported by fluid pressure”. The present investigation shows that a uni- 
directional B (for which curl B . B = 0) which is totally supported by the 
fluid pressure could be a possible nontrivial solution of the problem. A 
detailed investigation of this possibility when the boundaries are conducting 
may elaborate the remark further. 
4c. Consideration of External Forces 
Although we have not included any external forces in our mathematical 
analysis, it could be easily seen that this correspondence remains valid when 
the system is subjected to a conservative system of external forces given by 
-VQ, Q being the potential function such that the equipotential and the 
equidensity surfaces are parallel. 
4d. Possible Extensions 
The magnetic induction equation of a finitely conducting medium perme- 
ated by a magnetic field B/p, and moving with velocity v is 
(aBlat) - curl(v x B) = (l/peu) V2B. (41) 
Clearly if the magnetic field is unidirectional, Eq. (41) can be alternatively 
written as 
(aBlat) - curl[(v + q(curl B x B)/B2) x B] = 0. (42) 
Thus, in this modified velocity field v + q((cur1 B x B)/B2) the medium 
behaves as an infinitely conducting one though permeated by the same 
magnetic field B/pe provided the proper density, pressure, and viscosity 
fields could be calculated. 
An analogous situation exists in the vorticity equation of an incompressible 
viscous fluid 
aw/i3t = curl(v x w) = vV2w, (43) 
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where v, w, and v represent the velocity, vorticity, and the kinematic viscosity 
fields, respectively. Clearly, if w is unidirectional then we can alternatively 
write Eq. (43) as 
awlat = curl[(v + (V curl w x w)/wz) x W] = 0, (4) 
which is the vorticity equation of an inviscid fluid moving with velocity 
v + v((cur1 w x w)/+) and thus in this modified velocity field the main 
theorems of an inviscid fluid will hold good. Some of these problems will be 
the subject matter of a subsequent communication. 
Remark. Equations (2), (22), and (24) show that the magnetic induction 
equation of a finitely conducting fluid at rest could be written as the magnetic 
induction equation of an infinitely conducting fluid in motion with prescribed 
velocity in presence of the same field could also be interpreted as the equation 
of conservation of mass of the above moving medium with a prescribed 
density provided the magnetic field is unidirectional. 
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